
Descendants of Stanislaw Zebrowski

Generation No. 1

1.  STANISLAW1 ZEBROWSKI was born Abt. 1590.

Child of STANISLAW ZEBROWSKI is:
2. i. JAN2 ZEBROWSKI, b. Abt. 1610; d. Bef. 1672.

Generation No. 2

2.  JAN2 ZEBROWSKI (STANISLAW1) was born Abt. 1610, and died Bef. 1672.  He married ZOFIA ZAWADZKA, 
daughter of BARTOLOMIEJ ZAWADZKI and BARBARA PONIKIEWSKA.  She was born Abt. 1610 in Zawady, 
and died Aft. 1676.

Notes for ZOFIA ZAWADZKA:
In 1628, Barbara Ponikiewska the widow of Bartolomiej Zawadzki of Zawady Ponikiewo with her son Jan 
and daughter Zofia are borrowing 20 zloty from Wojciech Pidzanowski the son of the dead Maciej of 
Pidzanowo and she is also getting a servant Tomasz Lukisz.
RGW 21 page 236 rekto and verso

In 1628, Barbara Ponikiewska the widow of Bartolomiej Zawadzki and her children Jan, Ewa and Zofia are
borrowing 20 zloty from Andrzej Zawadzki the son of the dead Bartolomiej.
RGW book 21 page 438 rekto

In 1672, Zofia Zawadzka the daughter of the dead Bartolomiej and the widow of Jan Zebrowski states that 
Wojciech the son of Andrzej Zawadzki is lending her 200 zloty and she is mortgagomg5 tillable rows of 
1800 meters of farm land beginning at the road between the border post of the deceased Jan Zebrowski
RGW 34 Page 74 rekto

In 1678, Zofia Zawadzka the widow of Jan Zebrowski is lending Jan Zawadzki the son of the dead Krystof 
money and he is mortgaging his property. She has the authority to lend this money because of her dowry 
lien and also because she has lifetime rights to the estate of her deceased husband.
RGW 34 page 947 rekto

In 1676, Zofia Zawadzka the daughter of the dead Bartolomiej of Zawady the widow of Jan Zebrowski 
states that Wojciech son of Andrzej Zebrowski is lending her  money and she is mortgaging her property.
RGW 34 page 74 rekto

In 1678, Zofia Zawadzka and her son Andrzej the son of Jan Zebrowski says that Wojciech son of Wojciech
Orzycki owes her 94 zloty
RGW 34 page 968 rekto

In 1676, Zofia Zawadzka the widow of Jan Zebrowski and her sons  Andrzej and Wojciech state that they 
paid 40 zloty to Wojciech Zawadzki the son of Andrzej of Zawady and that they still owe him 32 zloty
RGW 34 page 941 rekto

In 1676, Zofia Zawadzka the widow of jan Zebrowski is going to court to announce to Jan Zawadzki the 
son of Krzystof that she has lifetime rights to her husband's estate and she also has her dowry lien.
RGW 34 page 947 rekto



Children of JAN ZEBROWSKI and ZOFIA ZAWADZKA are:
3. i. ANNA3 ZEBROWSKA, b. Abt. 1635; d. Aft. 1684.

ii. WOJCIECH ZEBROWSKI, b. Abt. 1640; d. after 1676.

Notes for WOJCIECH ZEBROWSKI:
In 1676, Zofia Zawadzka the widow of Jan Zebrowski and her sons  Andrzej and Wojciech state that 
they paid 40 zloty to Wojciech Zawadzki the son of Andrzej of Zawady and that they still owe him 32 
zloty
RGW 34 page 941 rek

4. iii. ANDRZEJ ZEBROWSKI, b. Abt. 1630; d. after 1676.
iv. ZOFIA ZEBROWSKA, b. Abt. 1650, Zebry.

Generation No. 3

3.  ANNA3 ZEBROWSKA (JAN2 ZEBROWSKI, STANISLAW1) was born Abt. 1635, and died Aft. 1684.  She 
married MACIEJ MOSSAKOWSKI Abt. 1654 in Gasewo, son of PIOTR MOSSAKOWSKI and DOROTA RAWA.  
He was born Abt. 1627 in Rawy Kurzatki, and died Bef. 1674.

Notes for ANNA ZEBROWSKA:
In the census of 1676, she is listed as living in Rawa with her sons.

In 1674, Anna Zebrowska the widow of Maciej Mossakowski is borrowing 60 Polish zloty from Maciej 
Borucki the son of the dead Piotr from Rawa.
RGW 34 page 252 rekto 

In 1674, Anna Zebrowska the widow of Maciej Mossakowski is selling land to Jan Rawa the son of the 
dead Franciszek.
RGW 34 (no record)

In 1676, Elzbieta Ruzicka the daughter of Marcin is buying 1 tillable row of 200 meters beginning at the 
road to the fields and stretching to the land of Wojciech Ruzicki. She is buying this land from Anna 
Zebrowska the daughter of the dead Jan and the widow of Maciej Mossakowski.
RGW 34 page 549 rekto

In 1679, Anna Zebrowska the widow of Maciej Mossakowski states that she has repaid 70 zloty to Maciej 
and Piotr Borucki. She still owes him 20 zloty.
RGW 35 page 298 verso

In 1684, Anna Zebrowska the widow of Maciej Mossakowski and the mother of  Stanislaw, Maciej Jakub 
and Andrzej is paying a dowry for her daughter Jadwiga who is marrying Marcin Gutowski the son of 
Gotard . She giving him 100 zloty and she will pay him an additional 100 zloty on the next feast of Saint 
John the Baptist.
RGW 37 page 84 rekto

In 1681, Anna Zebrowska the widow of Maciej Mossakowski states that she has repaid Maciej Beniecki the
son of he dead Piotr 70 zloty that she borrowed.
RGW 35 page 298 verso

In 1684, Anna Zebrowska the widow of Maciej Mossakowski and the mother of  Stanislaw, Maciej Jakub 
and Andrzej is paying a dowry for her daughter Jadwiga who is marrying Marcin Gutowski the son of 
Gotard . She giving him 100 zloty and she will pay him an additional 100 zloty on the next feast of Saint 
John the Baptist.
RGW 37 page 84 rekto



Notes for MACIEJ MOSSAKOWSKI:
In 1660, Stefan Borucki the son of Michal with his nephew Szymon son of Marcin Borucki of Boruty states
that he buying farm land, fields and forests from Maciej Mossakowski the son of the dead Piotr. They are 
paying Maciej Mossakowski 100 zloty from a sum of 244 zloty and they will pay the rest on the next feast 
of Saint John the Baptist.
RGW 27 page 371 rekto

Children of ANNA ZEBROWSKA and MACIEJ MOSSAKOWSKI are:
i. JADWIGA4 MOSSAKOWSKA, b. Abt. 1664, Stasie Kurzatki; d. Aft. 1684; m. MARCIN GUTOWSKI, 

Abt. 1684; b. Abt. 1660, Guty Wielki; d. Aft. 1690.

Notes for MARCIN GUTOWSKI:
In 1684, Anna Zebrowska the widow of Maciej Mossakowski and the mother of  Stanislaw, Maciej 
Jakub and Andrzej is paying a dowry for her daughter Jadwiga who is marrying Marcin Gutowski the 
son of Gotard . She giving him 100 zloty and she will pay him an additional 100 zloty on the next feast 
of Saint John the Baptist.
RGW 37 page 84 rekto

In the 1690 census of the Rozan are he is listed as living in Guty Wielki the son of Stanislaw. His 
nickname is Szymczak.

5. ii. MACIEJ MOSSAKOWSKI, b. Abt. 1655, Stasie Kurzatki; d. Aft. 1705.
6. iii. STANISLAW MOSSAKOWSKI, b. Abt. 1657, Stasie Kurzatki; d. Aft. 1720.

iv. JAKUB MOSSAKOWSKI, b. 20 Jul 1659, Stasie Kurzatki; d. Aft. 1684.
v. WALENTY MOSSAKOWSKI, b. 02 Feb 1662, Stasie Kurzatki.

vi. ANDRZEJ MOSSAKOWSKI, b. Abt. 1666, Stasie Kurzatki; d. Aft. 1684.
vii. PIOTR MOSSAKOWSKI, b. Abt. 1654, Stasie Kurzatki; d. Bef. 1674; m. ANNA ZAKIESKA.

Notes for PIOTR MOSSAKOWSKI:
In 1674, Maciej son of the dead Piotr Baginski of Rawy Kurzatki states that Anna Zakieska the widow 
of Piotr Mossakowski the son of the dead Maciej owes money.
RGW 34 page 252 rekto

Notes for ANNA ZAKIESKA:
In 1674, Maciej son of the dead Piotr Baginski of Rawy Kurzatki states that Anna Zakieska the widow 
of Piotr Mossakowski the son of the dead Maciej owes money.
RGW 34 page 252 rekto

viii. ALEKSANDER MOSSAKOWSKI, b. Abt. 1664, Stasie Kurzatki.

4.  ANDRZEJ3 ZEBROWSKI (JAN2, STANISLAW1) was born Abt. 1630, and died in after 1676.  He married ANNA

OSTRASZEWSKA.  She was born Abt. 1630.

Notes for ANDRZEJ ZEBROWSKI:
In 1676, Zofia Zawadzka the widow of Jan Zebrowski and her sons  Andrzej and Wojciech state that they 
paid 40 zloty to Wojciech Zawadzki the son of Andrzej of Zawady and that they still owe him 32 zloty
RGW 34 page 941 rek

Children of ANDRZEJ ZEBROWSKI and ANNA OSTRASZEWSKA are:
i. LUKARZ4 ZEBROWSKI, b. Abt. 1670.

Notes for LUKARZ ZEBROWSKI:
In 1722, Barbara Dlugolecka the daughter of the dead Tomasz and the wife of Jozef Obiedzinski states 
that maciej Ostaszewski the son of the dead Marcin has repaid 40 tynfs and 60 groszy to satisfy a debt 
of 1000 tynfs borrowed by Konstancja Wagorcka whose first husband was Stanislaw Brodowski and 
who is the mother of Franciszek Brodowski. Then Matteusz Ostraszewski the son of the dead Marcin 
states that Barbara Dlugolecka the daughter of the dead Tomasz and the wife of Jozef obiedzinski  the 



son of the dead Mikolaj is being paid the 40 tynfs from  Lukarz Zebrowski the son of the dead Andrzej 
of Zebry. 260 zloty was originally borrowed from Anna Ostraszewska the widow of Andrzej Zebrowski
and the mother of Jakub and Lukarz Zebrowski. Then Barbara Dlugolecka is lending Wojciech and 
Maciej Ostraszewski 224 zloty and they are mortgaging their land in Zebry Talbogy. Then she is 
repaying money that was borrowed by her father Tomasz Dlugolecki from Jan Ruszczenski the 
son of the dead Wojciech Ruszczynski.
ZGW 114 page 149 verso to 151 verso

ii. JAKUB ZEBROWSKI, b. Abt. 1675.

Notes for JAKUB ZEBROWSKI:
In 1722, Barbara Dlugolecka the daughter of the dead Tomasz and the wife of Jozef Obiedzinski states 
that maciej ostaszewski the son of the dead Marcin has repaid 40 tynfs and 60 groszy to satisfy a debt 
of 1000 tynfs borrowed by Konstancja Wagorcka whose first husband was Stanislaw Brodowski and 
who is the mother of Franciszek Brodowski. Then Matteusz Ostraszewski the son of the dead Marcin 
states that Barbara Dlugolecka the daughter of the dead Tomasz and the wife of Jozef obiedzinski  the 
son of the dead Mikolaj is being paid the 40 tynfs from  Lukarz Zebrowski the son of the dead Andrzej 
of Zebry. 260 zloty was originally borrowed from Anna Ostraszewska the widow of Andrzej Zebrowski
and the mother of Jakub and Lukarz Zebrowski. Then Barbara Dlugolecka is lending Wojciech and 
Maciej Ostraszewski 224 zloty and they are mortgaging their land in Zebry Talbogy. Then she is 
repaying money that was borrowed by her father Tomasz Dlugolecki from Jan Ruszczenski the 
son of the dead Wojciech Ruszczynski.
ZGW 114 page 149 verso to 151 verso

Generation No. 4

5.  MACIEJ4 MOSSAKOWSKI (ANNA3 ZEBROWSKA, JAN2 ZEBROWSKI, STANISLAW1) was born Abt. 1655 in Stasie
Kurzatki, and died Aft. 1705.

Notes for MACIEJ MOSSAKOWSKI:
In 1681, Jan Rawa the son of the dead Krystof and the grandson of Wawrzyniec Rawa with Kasper the son 
of Krystof Rawa of Rawy Kurzatki state that Marcin Rawa was their uncle who died without children and 
they are giving land to Stanislaw and Marcin Mossakowski who are also inheritors through their mother.
RGW 35 page  272 rekto

He is listed in the Rozan census of 1690 as the son of the dead Maciej
Rozan dekreta 9 pages 103-124

In 1705, Maciej Mossakowski and his brother Stanislaw the sons of the dead Maciej is selling land in Rawy
Kurzatki to Michal Borucki the son of Stanislaw. He is selling him woods, farm lands and fields and 
gardens. he then is borrowing 35 zloty from Michal the son of the dead Stanislaw Borucki
SGW 24-25 page 213

Children of MACIEJ MOSSAKOWSKI are:
i. WOJCIECH5 MOSSAKOWSKI, b. Abt. 1700, Stasie Kurzatki; d. Aft. 1759; m. (1) ROZALIA BAGINSKA,

1727, Gasewo; m. (2) ANNA GRABOWSKA, 29 Jan 1745, Gasewo; d. 08 Jan 1748, Stasie Kurzatki.
ii. BARTOLOMIEJ MOSSAKOWSKI, b. Abt. 1701, Stasie Kurzatki; d. 30 Mar 1751, Stasie Kurzatki; m. 

FRANCISZKA GLOTKOWSKA.

6.  STANISLAW4 MOSSAKOWSKI (ANNA3 ZEBROWSKA, JAN2 ZEBROWSKI, STANISLAW1) was born Abt. 1657 in 
Stasie Kurzatki, and died Aft. 1720.

Notes for STANISLAW MOSSAKOWSKI:
In 1681, Jan Rawa the son of the dead Krystof and the grandson of Wawrzyniec Rawa with Kasper the son 
of Krystof Rawa of Rawy Kurzatki state that Marcin Rawa was their uncle who died without children and 
they are giving land to Stanislaw and Marcin Mossakowski who are also inheritors through their mother.
RGW 35 page  272 rekto



He is listed in the Rozan census of 1690 as the son of the dead Maciej
Rozan dekreta 9 pages 103-124

In 1705, Maciej Mossakowski and his brother Stanislaw the sons of the dead Maciej is selling land in Rawy
Kurzatki to Michal Borucki the son of Stanislaw. He is selling him woods, farm lands and fields and 
gardens. he then is borrowing 35 zloty from Michal the son of the dead Stanislaw Borucki
SGW 24-25 page 213

In 1709, Stanislaw Mossakowski the son of the dead Maciej Of Rasy Kurzatki states that he is giving as a 
dowry of his daughter Marianna 160 zloty to Franciszek Batogowski the son of the dead Wojciech.
RGW 40 page 198 rekto

In 1719, the peasant Jozef Natwater the servant of Stanislaw Mossakowski has wounded Kazimierz 
Chodkowski the son of the dead Wojciech. Bartolomiej Mossakowski witness the beating.
SGW 24-25 page 1012.

In 1719 Adam the son of the dead Adam Biedzycki of Batagowo Stary Wies states that Stanislaw 
Mossakowski the son of Maciej has repaid the 110 zloty that he owed for the dowry of his daughter 
Katarzyna. Adam Biedrzycki then gives Katarzyna lifetime rights to his estate.
SGW 24-25 page 984 and 985

Children of STANISLAW MOSSAKOWSKI are:
i. KATARZYNA5 MOSSAKOWSKA, b. 1685, Stasie Kurzatki; m. ADAM BIEDRZYCKI, Abt. 1719; b. Bef. 

1690, Krzyzewo Marki, Poland; d. 31 Aug 1764, Batogowo, Poland.

Notes for KATARZYNA MOSSAKOWSKA:
In 1719, Adam the son of the dead Adam Biedrzycki state that he is getting a dowry of 200 zloty. 30 
zloty is being owed and he is receiving a mortgage for that amount from Katarzyna Mossakowska the 
daughter of Stanislaw.
SGW 24-25 page 819

In 1719 Adam the son of the dead Adam Biedzycki of Batagowo Stary Wies states that Stanislaw 
Mossakowski the son of Maciej has repaid the 110 zloty that he owed for the dowry of his daughter 
Katarzyna. Adam Biedrzycki then gives Katarzyna lifetime rights to his estate.
SGW 24-15 page 984 and 985

Notes for ADAM BIEDRZYCKI:
In 1713, the noble Adam son of the dead Adam Biedzycki of Biedrzyce Biernaty has received  100 
Polish florens from Piotr the son of the dead Stanislaw Glazewski of Glazewo Rembiele, this was 
money that Adam's mother Marianna Batogowska lent Piotr Glazewski.
Rozan Grodzkie Wieczyste book 41 Rozan page 271 verso

In 1719, Adam the son of the dead Adam Biedrzycki state that he is getting a dowry of 200 zloty. 30 
zloty is being owed and he is receiving a mortgage for that amount from Katarzyna Mossakowska the 
daughter of Stanislaw.
SGW 24-25 page 819

In 1719 Adam the son of the dead Adam Biedzycki of Batagowo Stary Wies states that Stanislaw 
Mossakowski the son of Maciej has repaid the 110 zloty that he owed for the dowry of his daughter 
Katarzyna. Adam Biedrzycki then gives Katarzyna lifetime rights to his estate.
SGW 24-15 page 984 and 985

On the Feast of St. Peter and Paul (July) 1732, Baltazar Biedzycki a large estate owner and the son of 
the dead Jakub states that a debt incurred on the Feast of St. Paul the Convert 1727 has not been repaid 
by Adam the son of the dead Adam Biedzycki of Batagowo Biernaty.  Baltazar Biedzycki of Batagowo 
Biernaty has asked  Adam 4 or 5 times in succession that the money be repaid.  He is now asking that 



Adam vacate the property.  The property was mortgaged for 400 polish zloty and is as follows: 8 tillable
rows from the stream and extending to the Turczynska Batagowo between the border stone of Stanislaw
Batogowski from the inherited land of Batagowo Flasy.  This debt was made on the Feast of St. 
Matthew the Apostle 1727,
Rozan Wieczyste book 44 page 147 verso

In 1734, Adam Biedzycki the son of the dead Adam of Batagowo Biernaty state that Piotr Biedzycki the
son of Szymon of Biedrzyce Kozieglowy is trading land. One tillable row in 3 places from 2 tillable 
rows in one place. One part of the land in on the Makow Road and the second parcel is on the 
Flakowska border stretching by the Batagowo Biernaty after the land of the dead Pawel Kolakowski 
and his wife Dorota. Land was originally owned by Adam Biedzycki. There is a mortgage of 30 Polish 
zloty.
RZW 44 page 335 verso

In 1734, Adam Biedzycki the son of the dead Adam of Batagowo Biernaty and Dzierlaty is borrowing 
60 Polish zloty from Andrzej Stepnowski the son of Stanislaw from Biedzyce Kozieglowy. he is 
mortgaging the following land. 3 tillable rows from the Makow road to the Ponikowska road by the 
border of Glazewo by the border post of Kazimierz  Rzewnicki and 1 tillable row of 4000 meters by the
border post of Jozef Murzecki on one side and Baltazar Biedzycki on the other side.
RZW 44 page 433 verso

In 1735, Adam Biedzycki the son of the dead Adam of Batagowo Biernaty has received 70 polish 
florens from Balthazar son of the dead Jakub Biedzycki of Batagowo Biernaty.  This debt was made by 
the deceased Jakub receiving money from  the deceased Adam.
The next record states that the noble Adam son of the deceased Adam Biedzycki has lent Balthazar 
Biedzycki son of the dead Jakub of Batagowo Dzierlaty 6 polish florens and the land mortgaged was 2 
tillable rows with the meadows from the land of the deceased Wojciech to to the land of Mikolaj 
Batogowski of Batagowo Flasy, son of the deceased Zofia the widow of Jakub Batogowski in 
Biedrzyce Zychy.
Rozan Grodzkie Wieczyste book 44 page 497 rekto

On the Feast of St. Mary the virgin 1739, the noble Adam son of the dead Adam Biedzycki of 
Batagowo Biernaty, is lending 500 tynfs to Bartolomej son of the dead Jakub Biedzycki of Batagowo 
Dzierlaty.  He is mortgaging 3 tillable rows from the Ruz stretching to the end on one side and to the 
land of Kazimierz Rzewnicki on the other side.  4 tillable rows from the fields to the head field, one 
half of a tillable row from the head field to the Muliowka road, all land is un Batagowo Dzierlaty.
Rozan Wieczyste book 44 page 1048 rekto.

In 1740, Adam Biedzycki the son of the dead Adam, has repaid 20 tynfs to the noble Anastasia 
Batogowska the daughter of the dead Piotr and the first wife of deceased Pawel Borowski and the 
second wife of Jan Lazowski.  This was a debt that his mother the deceased Marianna Batogowska 
whose first husband was Adam Biedzycki and the second husband was Piotr Glasecki.  The second 
record on this same page tells that the land that had been mortgaged was 4 tillable rows in Batagowo 
Biernaty.
Rozan Wieczyste book 44 page 1120 verso

In 1755, the noble Adam Biedzycki the son of the deceased Adam Biedzycki and Jakub the son of the 
deceased Adam have repaid Kazimierz Biedzycki the son of the deceased Bartolomiej the 100 florens 
in silver coins that they borrowed.  They borrowed this money without interest.  Adam signature on this
record says that someone held his hand.
Rozan Wieczyste book 45 page 706 rekto.

In 1755 the next record states that the Noble Adam Biedzycki the son of the deceased Adam has 
received 75 tynfs from Kazimierz Biedzycki the son of the deceased Bartolomiej.  This was a payment 
of a debt made in 1753 made in 1753 by Tomasz Biedzycki.  There were also two more payments 
made. One payment was for 55 tynfs and another payment was for 40 tynfs.  All these were debts 
incurred by Tomasz Biedzycki.
Rozan Wieczyste book 45 page 706 rekto.

In  1755, the next record states that the Noble Adam Biedzycki the son of the deceased Noble Adam has
mortgaged all of his fields  and forest lands in Batagowo to Kazimierz Biedzycki.  This mortgage was 
for 400 tynfs.



Rozan Wieczyste book 45 page 706 rekto. 

In 1756, Adam Biedzycki the son of the dead Adam of Batagowo Dzierlaty is borrowing 120 tynfs  
from his brother Tomasz and mortgaging land in Batagowo Dzierlaty.  The next record states that he is 
mortgaging his land in Batagowo Biernaty for 120 tynfs to Tomasz Zabielski the son of the dead 
Wojciech, this is for the marriage dowry of his daughter Marianna.  The following record states that 
Tomasz Zabielski is putting a dowry lien on his property in Glazewo Cholewki and Kolaki for his 
future wife Marianna Biedzycki.
Rozan Wieczyste book 46 page 57 rekto.

In 1756, Adam the son of the dead Adam Biedzycki has received 400 tynfs from Kazimierz Biedzycki 
the son of the dead Baltazar Biedzycki from a debt that he owed him that was due to be paid in 1756.  
In the next record he is lending his son Tomasz 180 with interest to be paid year to year.  The next 
record states that Adam is mortgaging his land for 140 polish florens to Tomasz Zielinski who is 
marrying Adam's daughter Marianna.  He needs the money for her dowry.
Rozan Wieczyste book 46 page 576 rekto and 575 verso.

In 1757, the Noble Adam Biedzycki the son of the deceased Adam has borrowed 600 Polish florens for 
three years from Mikolaj Wyrzekowski and Agnieszka Batogowska his wife.  He mortgaged 120 tillable
rows from Glazewo to the public lands of Makow between the borders of Franciszek Gostowski on one 
side and Franciszek Lasiewski on the other side, 4 tillable rows to Dzialy on one side between the 
Zawienski land and Batagowo on the other side.
Rozan Wieczyste book 45 page 805 verso.

In 1760, Adam Biedzycki the son of Adam sells some land in Batagowo Biernaty to Jan and Franciszek 
Lazowski. This comes from the RZW book 48

In 1762, the noble Adam Biedrzycki the son of the dead Adam is giving his son Tomasz land in 
Batogowo Dziernaty.  He is giving him the plains, the forests and all of the agricultural fields.
In the next record Tomasz has repaid the noble Antoni Rzewnicki the son of the dead Piotr 100 polish 
tynfs that he borrowed on the Feast of Saint Peter.
In the next record, Tomasz is lending Antoni Rzewnicki 425 tynfs for three years.
Rozan Wieczyste book 46 pages 285 rekto and verso.

In 1762, Adam Biedzycki the son of the dead Adam of Batagowo Biernaty has made a contract to 
borrow 420 Polish zloty  from Wojciech son of the dead Piotr Rzewnicki for 420 Polish zloty.  He is 
mortgaging  2 tillable rows from the public lands to the Makow Road to the border of the Glazewski 
from one side and Franciszek Lazowski on the other side.  The mortgage goes from year to year.

On the same page Tomasz Biedzycki son of the dead Adam is transferring land to his brother Adam.  
He is transferring all of the common lands, fields and forests.
Rozan Wieczyste book 46 page 372 rekto.

In 1764, the family paid 2 zloty to bury him in the cemetery.

More About ADAM BIEDRZYCKI:
Burial: 02 Sep 1764, Gasewo, Poland

ii. MARIANNA MOSSAKOWSKA, b. 1688, Rawy Kurzatki; m. STANISLAW BATOGOWSKI; b. Abt. 1660, 
Batogowo Nagurki.

Notes for STANISLAW BATOGOWSKI:
In 1704, Stanislaw, the son of the dead Wojciech Batagowski  states that he owes 200 zloty to 
Kazimierz the son of Adam Biedzycki for the dowry of his sister Jadwiga Batagowska and will pay 50 
zloty on the next feast of Saint John the Baptist.
SGW 23-25 page 31

In 1705, Kazimierz Biedzycki the son of Adam states that Stanislaw Batagowski the son of the dead 
Wojciech has repaid the 40 zloty that he owed.
SGW 23-25 page 248


